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Abstract

This study will analyze the built environments of three large, manufactured housing

communities in Tucson, Arizona. The three communities were chosen using existing research of

manufactured housing density in Pima County. With the implementation of a rating system

incorporating aspects of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals and the SITES

Rating system, the three communities were assessed on several criteria, each on a scale of one to

five. The essential problem that the built environment of manufactured communities face is an

abundance of asphalt and a lacking green open space and shading. The research question being

posed will determine which of the three manufactured communities suffers the most from an

abundance of concrete and asphalt. From the analysis, it was determined that two of the

manufactured communities, Plaza del Sol and Country Club Manufactured Housing Community,

were given the same assessment from the rating system that was utilized to answer the research

question. Given the limited rights residents in these communities have over land ownership, it is

often challenging to achieve green infrastructure practices in these communities to promote more

shading and green open space.
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Introduction

As cities continue to urbanize, and the population continues to grow, there rises an issue of

increasing costs of living in urban areas creating cost-burdened households (Murray and Schuetz,

2018). One of the most affordable forms of unsubsidized housing is manufactured housing, and

10% of Tucson, Arizona’s housing units are manufactured housing- more than in peer

metropolitan areas such as Phoenix (4.8%), Las Vegas (3.3%), Portland (4.4%) or Los Angeles

(1.6%) – and are predominantly found in the urban area (AHS 2013, 2015, Kear et al, 2018).

 
United States Arizona Pima County, AZ Tucson, AZ

Tucson, AZ Metro

Area

 Value Error Value Error Value Error Value Error Value Error

Total: 100.00% 0.00% 100.00% 0.02% 100.00% 0.28% 100.00% 1.61% 100.00% 0.28%

1, detached 61.31% 0.09% 63.32% 0.44% 59.02% 1.13% 50.89% 1.64% 59.02% 1.13%

1, attached 5.82% 0.03% 4.77% 0.21% 6.74% 0.60% 7.08% 0.83% 6.74% 0.60%

2 3.48% 0.03% 1.35% 0.10% 2.11% 0.39% 3.75% 0.75% 2.11% 0.39%

3 or 4 4.31% 0.03% 3.43% 0.19% 3.34% 0.48% 4.33% 0.83% 3.34% 0.48%

5 to 9 4.72% 0.03% 3.98% 0.21% 3.73% 0.46% 5.24% 0.74% 3.73% 0.46%

10 to 19 4.45% 0.04% 4.42% 0.21% 5.54% 0.64% 8.27% 1.07% 5.54% 0.64%

20 to 49 3.76% 0.03% 2.65% 0.18% 3.61% 0.48% 5.78% 0.86% 3.61% 0.48%

50 or more 5.97% 0.03% 5.37% 0.21% 5.28% 0.53% 7.62% 0.91% 5.28% 0.53%

Mobile home 6.06% 0.04% 10.31% 0.29% 10.30% 0.65% 6.91% 0.84% 10.30% 0.65%

Boat, RV, van,
etc. 0.10% 0.00% 0.40% 0.07% 0.33% 0.16% 0.14% 0.10% 0.33% 0.16%

 However, with manufactured housing has come insecurities and vulnerabilities in social,

financial, and environmental aspects. A typical manufactured housing park consists of asphalt

roads that allow residents to reach their homes and enter the park itself via an automobile. The
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lack of permeable surfaces does not allow stormwater to drain, causing erosion of the asphalt

itself. Asphalt and other structures such as buildings (i.e., the manufactured units) are known to

absorb and retain heat, causing an urban heat island effect that can make interacting with the

outdoors uncomfortable in a warm climate like Tucson’s.

A lack of green space can also affect an individual’s well-being, as we see with the

correlation of the time spent in nature and an increase in physical activity and improved mental

health (Green Infrastructure & Health Guide, 2018). There are many issues that Green

Infrastructure features can address, from prevention of land erosion due to flooding, mitigating

the urban heat island effect, and improving overall well-being by encouraging physical activity.

Since Tucson has a large percentage of manufactured homes, green infrastructure would greatly

benefit these low-income families by mitigating flooding, urban heat island effect, and adding

more green spaces to promote sociability and physical health.

Which manufactured housing community in Tucson suffers from a lack of shading and an

abundance of asphalt and concrete? In answering this question, three manufactured housing

communities in Tucson, Arizona, will be scored based on the United Nations’ (UN) Sustainable

Development Goals and the SITES Rating system to determine which factors contribute to a

healthy and sustainable environment. Additionally, green infrastructure features will be discussed

that could add aesthetic, environmental, social, and even economic value to the community. 

Literature Review of Resident-Owned, Informal Mobile Home Communities in Rural

California: The Case of Rancho Don Antonio, Coachella Valley

The Polanco Bill was a state legislature that was enacting in the early 1990s which aimed

to increase the housing supply for farmworkers on land zoned for agriculture by allowing
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farmers and landowners to develop small mobile home communities without planning

permissions or permits from the local governments (Mukhija & Mason 2014). The Polanco Bill

was then used by groups of farmworkers and their relatives to develop small, resident-owned

mobile home communities known as Polancos. In the eastern region of the Coachella Valley in

Riverside County houses hundreds of these communities which poorly paid farm and agriculture

industry workers live in. These small groups of farmworkers and their relatives used in the

Polanco Bill to collaborate and develop small and informal mobile home communities all while

collaborating in making incremental site and infrastructure improvements after purchasing the

agriculture-zoned land as a collective (Mukhija & Mason 2014). The Polanco that was analyzed

was Rancho Don Antonia, purchased in 1998 by members of an extended family that cleared and

graded the land, moved in mobile homes, gradually implemented infrastructure improvements,

and shared the cost evenly.

In rural markets of the country, informal housing alternatives have emerged in order to

provide farmworkers and other low-income households unconventional, affordable

homeownership opportunities in informal homestead subdivisions and in so-called colonias, as

seen in Texas (Mukhija & Mason 2014 referencing Ward, 1999, 2012). Scholars have looked to

Texas’ informal colonias and have suggested that they offer a potential model for a new housing

approach in rural areas (Mukhija & Mason 2014 referencing Larson, 1995, 2002; Rosser, 2006).

These scholars point out the lack of housing options for farmworkers and low-income families as

well as the incremental improvement that were seen within the colonias in Texas and have

suggested that public policy may support housing based on lower initial standards and

progressive improvements that also reflect the different housing standards and medium

household income of rural areas.
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Some critiques of these ideas include the notion that the substandard conditions of

colonias “preclude public investment in upgrading their infrastructure, and residents of colonias

should be encouraged to relocated through public incentives for new housing,” (Mukhija &

Mason 2014 referencing Matthieson, 1997). However, some arguments have stated that

governments have the responsibility to ensure that their residents have a uniform minimum

standard of housing and to develop alternative standards based on Texas’ colonias would be a

form of discrimination against poor and minority groups that live in these types of housing

because it would institutionalize lower standards for these groups (Mukhija & Mason 2014

referencing Delgado, 1997).

The Polanco Bill has given farmworkers and agriculture-industry workers, who tend to be

severely underpaid, an opportunity to put down their own roots and develop and improve their

community by collectively purchasing land, as in the case of Rancho Don Antonio. Polancos

serve as a potential housing model because they lower the initial standards and progressively

make improvements in housing conditions. Although, the incremental-improvements model can

produce public health hazards such as fire risks or contaminated water supply. These

shortcomings of the incremental-improvement model can be addressed by policymakers who

“ensure that housing and infrastructure start with an acceptable minimum level of standards and

successfully improve over time with stricter enforcement and the provision of adequate public

funding support and focused technical assistance,” (Mukhija & Mason 2014).

Methodology

After establishing the research question, the first step is to conduct observations of

manufactured housing communities in Tucson to determine which community suffers most from

lack of shading and an abundance of asphalt and concrete. By accessing Google Maps, the most
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prominent and larger mobile home parks can be plotted. Smaller mobile home parks will be

excluded from answering this research question, but that is not to say smaller parks would not

benefit from similar green infrastructure initiatives. Work by Mark Kear, a professor at the

University of Arizona School of Geography, offers a manufactured housing density map that

illustrates Pima County regions that contain a high density of manufactured housing units.

Through both resources, three manufactured housing communities were selected to be graded by

a rating system developed by the UN’s Sustainable Development goals and the SITES rating

system.

Study Area

The study area is Tucson, Arizona, focusing on manufactured housing communities

located within the pronounced clusters of manufactured housing. The three manufactured

housing communities chosen for this study were Plaza del Sol located on West Ajo Way, Country

Club Manufactured Community located on South Country Club Road, and Vista del Norte

located on E Limberlost (see Figure 1). The three manufactured communities differ in available

green space, amenities, and of course, location. All three communities are located near a

freeway, Interstate 19 and Interstate 10. Two of the manufactured housing communities, Plaza

del Sol and Vista del Norte, are located near river parks, which is important to note to discuss the

potential implementation of green infrastructure practices.
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Research Design and Conceptual Framework: 

The design of this project consisted of many on-site observations to observe how the

residents interacted with the outdoor environment. It is important to note the different age groups

that spent time either playing or being in the designated green spaces and active play zone area

and the time this would occur. It was also important to observe where and how vegetation, both

bushes and trees, were located to determine the shade produced. The type of vegetation would

also play a factor in the amount of shade that can be produced. For example, California palm

trees may not produce as much shade as a mesquite tree, and small bushes and shrubs may not

produce enough shade as trees do.
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Taking note of the roads' conditions will help indicate any surface erosion that may have

resulted from standing water after rainfall. Based on the observations made, a rated system that

measures specific criteria' efficiency can be used to determine how sustainable manufactured

housing communities in Tucson are within the three pillars of sustainability- economic, social,

and the environment.

This project's conceptual framework will consist of demonstrating the effects of the urban

heat island within manufactured housing communities and how that influences the time spent by

residents outdoors interacting with nature. Green infrastructures have demonstrated the ability to

create aesthetic, environmental, social, and economic values. 

The ultimate objective is to provide the City of Tucson, manufactured housing managers,

owners, and residents with this data so that the City of Tucson may implement an ordinance that

incentivizes the implementation of green infrastructure features within mobile home parks. Plaza

del Sol, Country Club Manufactured Housing Community, and Vista del Norte will serve as a

model to demonstrate how these features can be included in an existing structure. With the

implementation of green infrastructure features and other functional design aspects of other

manufactured housing communities, mobile home parks can expect to experience the mitigation

of the urban heat island effect, a water system that allows the use of stormwater for irrigation

purposes, and more social cohesion within its community. Residents of manufactured housing

may experience an increase in their physical activity and thus, health, more comfort resulting

from the mitigation of the urban heat island effect, and aesthetically valuable space to reside in.
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Data and Measures:

Observations consisted of visiting the manufactured housing communities and taking

note of the type and density of vegetation, the types of amenities available to residents, the

overall design of the built environment, and social aspects that would strengthen a sense of

community within these areas. Each community's area was measured to produce a green space to

concrete and asphalt ratio that provides more quantitative data in measuring how the

manufactured housing community mitigates the urban heat island effect, climate adaption, and

how the space is maximized to provide amenities for residents.

Methods:

The rating system was developed by taking components of the UN’s Sustainable

Development Goals and criteria of the SITES Rating system that could be applied to the local

scale of manufactured communities. This included the use of native plants, amenities for

residents, safe communities, and climate adaptation. By gathering data through observations and

a rating system, the results produced will indicate which manufactured housing community had a

more functional and sustainable design. By comparing the total points each manufactured

housing community was awarded, it can become evident what aspect of one park can be

implemented in another to improve its overall score on the rated system. This can provide other

management companies with ideas for what is functional about one park in the Southwest region

to integrate it within its own built environment.

Discussion and Results

The pie graph below shows the ratio of green space to asphalt and concrete found within

the three manufactured housing communities. The majority of the communities had significant
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amounts of asphalt, resulting in an urban heat island and a lack of interactions with the residents

and the green spaces within the park.

Figure 2. The ratio of Green Space to Asphalt and Concrete in Plaza del Sol, Vista Del Norte, and Country Club Manufactured
Housing Community

The rating system developed based on the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals and the SITE

rating system was applied to various factors of the three manufactured housing communities that

were analyzed. The rating system uses a point-based score that is calculated for each of the

criteria. Table 2 below explains how each point is awarded. The results for each manufactured

community are presented in the tables below with a brief explanation for their scoring in each

criterion.

Rating System Points Award

Excellent 5

Good 4

Fair 3

Poor 2

Extremely
Poor

1

Table 2. Rating System
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Rating System Results- Plaza Del Sol

Plaza Del Sol 1655 W
Ajo Way, 85713

Criteria 1-Extremely
Poor

2-Po
or

3-
Fair

4-
Good

5-Excellen
t

Description

Uses native
plants

X Mexican Palm trees that are native to Northern
Mexico.
A mix of mesquite and palo verde trees,
Arizona Sycamore trees in the main green
space.

Minimizes
pavement to
reduce heat
island effect

X 97% of the Mobile home park consists of
concrete and asphalt

Provides tree
canopy

X Trees are scattered at random. Not every unit
has a tree canopy.

Support
s
physical
activity

X The available space that can be used
recreationally targets young individuals. This
consists of a basketball court and a
playground. There is a tennis court that is
extremely underused and the most utilized,
two pools.

Amenities
for
Residents

X Amenities include access to the transit
bimodal system, a club house, two pools, solar
panels, Basketball court, small playground,
laundry facility, billiard room, gated
community, location that is close to a grocery
store, public park, elementary school, gas
station, and several fast food spots, the I-19,
and the Santa Cruz River Park Trail.

Safe
Communities

X Security Guards on shift 24/7, several
streetlights along interior roads, speed limits
and stop signs

Community
Cohesion

X Limited interactions people tend to with other
residents.

Relationships with park managers tend to be
negative.

Climate
Adaptation

X This park tends to suffer from many water
leaks. This has shown that standing water
tends to collect on roads due to lack of
permeable surface. In case of extreme
flooding, the units would likely suffer from
water damage. In extreme heat cases, residents
may suffer from heat exhaustion or
heat-related health issues due to the abundance
of asphalt and concrete.

Total points
scored

19/40

Table 3. Rating system results for Plaza Del Sol
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After applying the proposed system to Plaza Del Sol Mobile Home Park, it can be

determined that this mobile home park ranks with a fair rate with a score of 19 out of 40 possible

points that can be awarded. Table 2 illustrates how the points were awarded based on different

criteria. The criteria are separated into eight categories: the use of native plants, minimizing of

pavement to reduce the urban heat island, incorporation of a tree canopy, supports physical

activity, amenities for residents, safe communities, community cohesion, and climate adaptation.

In the first category, Plaza del Sol ranked fairly. Most of the vegetation found within the

mobile home park is native to the region. This includes the Arizona sycamore, mesquite, and

Palo Verde trees. However, some very notable foreign vegetation includes the Mexican palm tree

common in Tucson but native to Northern Mexico and Bougainvillea native to South America. In

the second criteria, Plaza del Sol ranked extremely poor given that 97% of the mobile home park

consists of pavement. This ratio was obtained using Google Earth by measuring the park’s area

versus the area of the green spaces within the park.
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When it comes to providing a tree canopy, Plaza del Sol ranked fairly. The placement of

trees is random, and not every unit is located next to trees or shrubs. Some units experience less

shade than others, and most of the roads within the park are not shaded. Plaza del Sol ranked

poorly for physical activity- the areas that can be used recreationally target children and young

adults and include a full basketball court and a small playground. Plaza del Sol has a tennis court

that is extremely underutilized, as well as actual green space that is available to residents. There

are also two pools located throughout the park that create more accessibility to residents living

on the far western and eastern sections. Plaza del Sol is also bounded by the Santa Cruz River

Park, which residents can access by using the mobile home park's eastern exit.

Residents have access to amenities such as a community clubhouse that can be reserved

by residents, solar panels, access to the public bus system, proximity to daycare centers, an

elementary school, a high school, grocery stores, gas stations, a public park and library, and the

Interstate-19. These amenities have given Plaza del Sol a good rank for the amenities criteria.

The criteria for safe communities are fair at Plaza del Sol given that it is a gated community,

there is security on schedule 24/7, several streetlights within the park, speed limits, and stop

signs. However, there are limited relationships among the residents. This leads to the criteria for

social cohesion, which Plaza del Sol was rated poorly. Given the size of the mobile home

community located in this park, many residents are not acquainted. Two small vendors live in the

park and also sell products to other residents, such as candy, other foods, and toiletries.

For the final criteria, climate adaptation, Plaza del Sol was given an extremely poor rate.

Plaza del Sol is located on a FEMA floodway (Pima County, 2021), as noted in the Flood Hazard

Map below.
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Figure 4 FEMA Floodway map of Plaza del Sol (Pima County, 2021)

Due to the lack of permeable surfaces and the fact that this mobile home community is located

on a FEMA floodway, residents are susceptible to property damages due to flooding. The

abundance of pavement can also cause severe heat due to the urban heat island effect. This puts

residents at risk of suffering from heat exhaustion or other heat-related health and financial

issues.
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Rating System for Country Club Manufactured Housing Community

Country Club 5600 S
Country
Club Rd

Criteria 1-
Extremely
Poor

2-po
or

3-
fair

4-
Good

5-Excelle
nt

Description

Uses native
plants

X A mix of Mexican Palm trees native to Northern
Mexico and Coconut palm native to tropical islands
in the Western Pacific.
A mix of mesquite and Palo Verde trees, and native
coniferous trees as well as cactus.

Minimizes
pavement to
reduce heat
island effect

X Roughly 98% of the Mobile home park consists of
concrete and asphalt. There is no designated green
space.

Provides tree
canopy

X Trees are scattered at random. The majority of units
do not have a tree canopy.

Supports physical
activity

X The available space that can be used recreationally
targets young individuals. This consists of a
playground and pool.

Amenities for
Residents

X Amenities include access to the bimodal transit
system, a clubhouse, a pool, a small playground,
gated community, close to grocery stores, markets, 
an elementary school, and several fast-food spots.

Safe
Communities

X Several streetlights along interior roads, speed limits
and stop signs, gated community

Community
Cohesion

X Limited interactions people tend to with other
residents. Relationships with park managers tend to
be negative. Google Reviews reveal a moderate
relationship with management. 

Climate
Adaptation 

X This park has some tree canopy for some units, but
the majority do not. This could address future issues
with the urban heat island effect, but more
vegetation could be added to improve results. The
majority of the park is made of asphalt, which can
cause issues dealing with flooding, resulting in
damages to units.

Total points
scored

19/40

Table 4. Rating system results for Country Club Manufactured Housing Community

The Country Club Manufactured Housing Community scored 19 points, the same as

Plaza del Sol. For the first criterion, the use of native plants, Country Club was awarded a good
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ranking for its incorporation of cactus,  mesquite, Palo Verde, and native coniferous trees. There

was no designated green space for residents to engage. The only green space that can be

accounted for in Country Club is the space in which the vegetation grows. Due to this, it was

ranked extremely poor due to its abundance of asphalt and concrete. Despite the incorporation of

trees, the majority of the units are not provided a tree canopy. The vegetation is primarily found

along the main interior road from the community's entrance to the office.

Figure 5 shows the concentration of vegetation in the central boulevard connecting the main office to the entrance

For the criterion rating the support of physical health, Country Club received a poor rank

given its available active areas only targeting specific individuals- a basketball, playground, and

pool. Residents have access to the clubhouse for events and access to the transit system, grocery

stores, elementary school, and several fast-food restaurants. The criteria for safe communities at

Country Club was given a good rank due to its streetlights and speed limits within the gated

community. According to Google reviews, residents tend to have a moderate relationship with

management and other residents, giving its criteria for community cohesion a poor ranking.
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Figure 6. FEMA Floodway Map of Country Club Manufactured Housing Community (Pima County 2021)

Lastly, the criterion for climate adaptation Country Club was ranked extremely poor. The

FEMA Floodway Map shows that Country Club Manufactured Housing Community is located in

a floodway, like Plaza del Sol. The raised curbs, in which the minimal vegetation is located,

would not allow any standing water to drain properly if a flood occurred. The lack of vegetation

and abundance of asphalt and concrete would also result in significant urban heat island effect

issues. This puts residents at risk of suffering from heat exhaustion or other heat-related health

and financial issues.
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Rating System for Vista del Norte

Vista del
Norte

1111 E
Limberlos
t Dr, 85719

Criteria 1-
Extremely
Poor

2-po
or

3-
fai
r

4-
Goo
d

5-Excelle
nt

Description

Uses native
plants

X Mix of mesquite and Palo Verde trees, coniferous trees,
large Oleander trees privacy hedge along the Southern
Boundary-Native to Eastern Hemisphere countries.

Minimizes
pavement to
reduce heat
island effect

X 95% of the park is made up of asphalt. This percentage
excludes the amount of permeable surfaces in which many
trees and other vegetation grow.

Provides tree
canopy

X Majority of units are along trees that provide some shade.
The entire park is surrounded by tall hedges and trees that
provide tree canopy to all units. 

Supports
physical
activity

X The available space that can be used recreationally targets
young individuals- a basketball court and playground.
There is also a pool and hot tub. Advertise proximity to
Rillito River Park Trail that residents have access to.

Amenities
for Residents

X Amenities include access to the transit bimodal system, a
clubhouse, a pool, basketball court, close to a grocery store,
elementary school, gas station, mall and several fast-food
spots and access to the Rillito River Park Trail. 

Safe
Communitie
s

X Large hedges surrounding the area creates privacy for
residents, several streetlights along interior roads, speed
limits and stop signs

Community
Cohesion

X Community bulletin board located in front of the main
office. Google reviews of the park show positive
relationships with management and the community.

Climate
Adaptation 

X Given the abundance of vegetation, there are permeable
surfaces for water to infiltrate the soil. Lots of vegetation
helps mitigate the Urban Heat Island Effect.

Total points
scored

33/40

Table 5. Rating system results for Vista del Norte

From the three manufactured housing parks chosen to analyze, Vista del Norte was rated

one of the better mobile home parks due to its lush environment, connectivity, sense of

community, and accessibility to improving one’s quality of life. Vista del Norte received a good

ranking in the criteria for the use of native vegetation due to the great abundance of native
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coniferous trees, the Arizona Sycamore, and mesquite and Palo Verde trees incorporated in its

landscape. As mentioned in the second criteria description, the ratio calculated for asphalt to

green space does not include the permeable surfaces surrounding each unit to grow vegetation. It

can be estimated that approximately 75% of the park is concrete and asphalt, taking into account

the abundance of exposed soil growing the many trees. Vista del Norte scored perfectly for the

criteria of providing a tree canopy for individual units. One can say there are more trees than

manufactured units in this manufactured housing community.

Figure 7 shows the tree canopies that can be found within the manufactured housing community park, Vista del Norte.
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Given its proximity to the Rillito River Park trail and the amenities provided to residents,

Vista del Norte received a good ranking for promoting physical activity. The proximity to the

Rillito River Park trail is advertised on their website as well! This manufactured housing

community is located near an elementary school, several stores and grocery markets, and gas

stations. Residents do not need to travel far to access goods and services, giving the park a good

ranking for this criterion. The entire park is surrounded by large Oleander trees, which create a

privacy screen and buffer between the main road- Limberlost- and the community itself. A

community bulletin board located outside of the management office building and Google reviews

indicate positive relationships amongst neighbors and management.

Figure 8. FEMA Floodway Map of Vista del Norte (Pima County 2021)
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Lastly, given its lush environment, Vista del Norte received an excellent ranking for

climate adaptation. Although it is located in a FEMA Floodway, its proximity to the Rillito River

and the abundance of permeable surfaces would allow for efficient stormwater drainage. The

vegetation present in Vista del Norte is primarily native to this region. The abundance of

vegetation allows for the mitigation of the Urban Heat Island Effect, which provides comfort to

residents in the summer months. Due to the amount of vegetation present, many permeable

surfaces allow water to infiltrate the ground rather than collect on the interior roads.

Summary of Scores

Manufactured Housing Community Total Points Awarded

Plaza del Sol 19

Country Club Manufactured Housing Community 19

Vista del Norte 33

Table 6. Rating system results summary

To summarize, Plaza del Sol received a total of 19 points out of 40 possible points due to

its great abundance of concrete and asphalt- 97% ratio- and lack of green space. One of Plaza del

Sol’s shortcomings is its underutilized green space. The small park located within Plaza is

accessible to all residents and located in an ideal area, in the center of the entire mobile home

community. Due to its lack of activities and uses, the residents heavily underutilized this large

green space. Only a basketball court and a small playground are provided for the residents.

Another issue observed in Plaza del Sol is the unevenly scattered vegetation along with the units.

Some units had a great amount of surrounding vegetation, while others had none, which can

cause climate-related issues for residents. Plaza del Sol's location creates great connectivity to

many goods, services, schools, and other necessities.

Country Club Manufactured Housing Community scored the same number of total points
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as Plaza del Sol, 19 out of 40 possible points. For similar reasons, the green space available to

residents provides limited activities to its residents, a small playground, and a basketball court.

However, the ratio of green space to concrete and asphalt is much greater than Plaza del Sol’s,

with 98% of the park consisting of concrete and asphalt. The location of vegetation in Country

Club was primarily focused along the main boulevard connecting the park’s main office

entrance, all on raised curbs inhibiting stormwater drainage. Like Plaza del Sol, not every unit

has surrounding vegetation to provide shade. Unlike the two other parks, Country Club is not

located near recreational amenities such as river walking trails and limits amenities residents

have access to but is connected to the public transit network.

Vista del Norte received the highest number of points out of the three mobile home

communities that were observed, with a total of 33 out of 40 possible points. What stood out the

most about this mobile home community was the abundance of mature trees surrounding the

entirety of the area, providing a tree canopy to most of the units. Given the abundance of

vegetation, there is plenty of open space that allows for drainage. Although it only provides a

basketball court and playground for its residents, its proximity to the Rillito River walking trail is

advertised on its website and accessible to its residents. Vista del Norte is located near many

amenities such as schools and markets and supports connectivity via the public transit network.

Based on the evaluation of each mobile home community, it can be determined that Vista

del Norte's design is the most desirable and functional. It is evident that interior roads are needed

so that residents and visitors may navigate to units, and concrete is needed for the foundation of

rental space, but Vista del Norte maximizes its space to incorporate green space as part of its

built environment. Something unique to both Plaza del Sol and Vista del Norte is that they are

located near recreational areas that encourage physical activity. Although this might not be the
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case for many mobile home communities, it is still possible to promote physical activity in the

built environment that contributes to mitigating climate, financial, and social-related issues.

Conclusion

Three mobile home communities within high-density clusters in Pima County were

chosen to be evaluated on their concrete and asphalt ratio to green space and how it affects the

community's social, environmental, and financial aspects. The three communities were Plaza del

Sol located in South Tucson on Ajo Highway, Country Club Manufactured Housing Community

located in the Southeast region of Tucson on Drexel Road, and Vista del Norte located in the

Northern region of Tucson on East Limberlost Road. Using a point-based rating system, each

mobile home community was evaluated on several criteria, compared to one another, and

determined what was functional in one mobile home community that could be incorporated in

another. Based on these evaluations, it was determined that Vista del Norte’s built environment

was the most ideal given its dense vegetation and location. Due to its lush landscape, heat and

flood mitigation are easily achieved, resulting in financial relief in the form of lower utility bills.

Its proximity to the Rillito River Park Trail is advertised on its website encouraging physical

activity to residents. According to Google Reviews, most residents have a good relationship with

management and the community. Vista del Norte's lush landscape can be adapted to other mobile

home communities to address the urban heat island effect, urban flooding, and overall improve

the overall quality of life of all residents living in these communities.

Providing management companies incentives in tax breaks or additional funding to

improve their park may result in more investment in manufactured housing communities. Just as

we see with green infrastructure initiatives, there may be hesitation in improving the built

environment unless positive returns can be obtained by pushing a project forward. The City of
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Tucson Currently has ordinances that require developers to include drought-tolerant plants in a

new landscape known as the Xeriscape Landscaping and Screening Regulations, or Ordinance

7522. If the City of Tucson works with the manufactured housing residents in the community

and have discussions pushing for the incorporation of more green infrastructure in manufactured

housing communities, a new ordinance may be achieved that may require mobile home park

owners to integrate a more green design to their built environment.

Limitations

There were several limitations in the research methods for this project. Given the lack of

resources, calculating the ratio of asphalt and concrete to green space had variability. Google

Earth was used to determine the area of the mobile home community and the available green

space. This method could not consider the small green or open space surrounding units that

housed vegetation or the volume of the vegetation itself. Another limitation dealt with the lack of

access to residents and park management to obtain a more accurate assessment in this project's

ranking system. If more residents or park management contributed with their own opinions of

what the mobile home community was lacking and succeeding in, the ranking system could

reflect a more accurate evaluation. Finally, mobile home communities are private companies that

may have security to prevent non-residents from trespassing. Although this was not an issue

present during this investigation, this may prove an issue in future investigations.

Recommendations

Based on the assessments made on the three mobile home communities in Tucson and the

local climate, it is recommended that mobile home communities incorporate more trees to

provide a canopy to all units and create more desirable green spaces for residents to interact with.

It has been proven that more vegetation leads to a decrease in the urban heat island effect as well
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as providing drainage solutions for urban runoff. As mentioned, Plaza del Sol and Vista del Norte

were two mobile home communities that were unique because they both had access to a

recreational river walking trail. However, mobile home communities without this amenity can

still provide a similar one within the park itself in the form of a walking trail that encompasses its

perimeter. This would connect the units and enhance the safety of walking pedestrians within the

mobile home community. Lastly, including a suggestion box, if one is not already in place, for

residents to express their wants and concerns can prove beneficial in improving residents’ quality

of life and the overall value of mobile home communities.

Future Studies

It would be interesting to compare a privately owned manufactured community and a

resident-owned manufactured community. As the literature review states, in a resident-own

community, residents tend to invest more in incremental improvements to establish roots and

enjoy the community they built. The same investment may not be seen in commercially owned

communities given that the landowner typically resides out of state and park managers have

negative relationships with tenants. Cooperatives like ROC USA allow residents to own their

own homes individually and have an equal share of the community's land. The benefits of these

cooperatives include controlled monthly rent, community repairs and improvements; lifetime

security against unfair eviction; liability of protection, and a strong sense of community (What Is

A Roc? How Is It Different?-ROC USA 2021). In commercially owned communities, the park

owners control the lot rent and rules and the overall condition of the community. Residents living

in commercially owned communities also often face the risk of being evicted. Residents in

cooperatives all share the same responsibility of major decisions and have different concerns and

methods to improve their communities versus owners of commercially owned communities.
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